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The ethnichistoryofEastem paJ1 ofBalkan-Carpal:biam and adjacent NortbemBlack Sea areas 
referred to the second ha1f of the :îOO millenium B.C. traditionally makes the subject of a fured interest 
for the science ofhistory. Most distinctively this interest manifests itselfwhen searcbing the probJems 
of Thracians and Cimmerians genesis, as most anci�nt historicaDy authentified peoples witbin the 
region, as well as in connecti.on with searcbing sources of Slavs culture. 

In the course of these problems discussion the researchers most frequently run into a 
problem of the Noua culture contribution to above ethnoses. Such an approach looks 
appropriate since both chronologically and territory-wise Noua culture is tightly interwoven 
with the archeological cultures of the second half of the 2nd millenium B.C. to which the 
specialists refer most ancient Cimmerians, Thracians and Early Sla�. Thus, in the North and 
North-East the Noua culture adjoins that of Komarov and its super5eding Belogrudovka 
cultures, the bearers of which, accor� to some researchers were Early Slavs1, while other 
researchers consider Thracians as such , or else, references are made to a mixed Thraco
Slavonic population3• In the East and South-East the Noua culture joins Mnogovalikovaya 
Ceramics culture, Sabatinovka and Belozerskaia cultures, the bearers of which are most 
frequently identified with Cimmerians4• And, finally, in the West and South-West the Noua 
culture is conjugated with a number of Carpathian and Northem-Balkan cultures referred to 
Middle and Late Bronze, traditionally identified as Early Thracian ones5• 

Thus, the Noua culture occurs at the intersection of three ethno-cultural regions, prelimi
nary bound to the areas inhabited by Early Slavs, ancient Cimmerians and Thracians of the 
second half of the 2nd millenium B.C. (see the map ) 

The Noua culture, which due to its geographical location, played the role of a 1inking tie 
between the cultures of different ethno-cultural regions, affected to a certain extent, the 
formation of a number of cultures of Late Bronze Age and its final stage. Especialll prominent 
its influence aflected the appearance of Sabatinovka and Coslogeni cultures . Some re
searchers advanced an assumwtion on Noua culture bearers participation in the formation of 
Belogrudovka 7, Belozerskaia cultures, as well as in cultures referred to Early Thracian 
Hallstatt9• In this influence it is admissible to perceive one of the ethnic components of ethnic 
groups to wich correspond above cultures. However, the ethnic affiliation of this component 
remains argyfble. Some researchers consider its bearers to be Thracians10, others Thraco
Cimmerians1 . It is worthy to mention that the problem of ethnic attribution of Noua culture 
with due account for all the date bas not been investigated yet. 

It occurs, that one of the most important constituent problems of further ethnic �bution 
of Noua culture lies .with revelation of its genetic roots. , 

Back in early 3oth I.Nestor made two observations important for the ethnogenetical 
interpretation of Noua culture. 

The first referred to the fact that a horizon of antiquities synchronous to Monteoru culture 
immediately precedes Noua culture; the second is that Noua culture bas the most close 
analogies in the Middle and Late Bronze Age cultures of Carpathian basin and Ukraine12. 
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Certain factors prevented adequate use ofthese observations for ethnogenetic reconstruc
tion of Noua culture then. These were, firstly, the fact that systematization of Bronze Age 
materialsin the region wasmaking its first steps, and thus, none ofwhatever adequate concepts 
on culture and historical context of Noua culture formation e:xisted, and secondly, by the fact 
that until early 50th the science was dominated by an idea that the Noua culture is distributed 
mainly within the intracarpathian areas, which imposed limitations on proper evaluation of 
Northem Blach Sea analogies. 

Shortly after T.Sulimirski, having systematized ali the data known about Noua culture as 
per mid-30tb, related them with the range of Thraco-Cimmerian antiquities13• 

At the end of 1/Jtb beginning of�th alalge-scale excavations were iniliated inRomanian Moldova 
Which aDowed to revea1, tbat tbe Noua CUlture areal exterds beyond the territories of Transylvania 
and enoom� practicaDy aU ofEastern Romania14• 

In mid-SQth there started excavations ofNoua culture monumeots within the Prut-Dniester arca, 
which aUowed to sbift the Eastern boundary of Noua culture areal up to Dniester15• 

Studying Noua culture in Pmt-Dniester territory, along with continued excavations of 
Noua culture monuments in the territory of Romania stipulated a notable risc of interest 
towards ethno-cultural history of the region. As a result there appeared a whole number of 
generalizing papers with reference to Noua culture16• 

Most important part of these belongs to M.Petrescu-Dimboviţa. 
Having generalized ali the data known by early 50tb this researcher by making use of 

central-european analogies of bronze articles, dated Noua culture in his first papers as 
referred to XI-IX centuries B.C.t', while under the influence of new investigations by the 
chronolDgY. of Late Bronze Age of Hungary 18 in later years, he added two more centuries to 
this dating19• The relative chronology of Noua Culture has been reliably established, as 
stratigraphic observations during ashpit excavations allowed to place Noua culture between 
the Monteom and Costişa cultures on the one side, and Early Thracian Hallstatt on the 
othe�. Such a succession of cultures has lead the researcher to a conception on their genetic 
relation. According to his opinion Noua culture in the North originates from Costişa culture 
(considered as a version of Komarov culture by a number of researchers)21, whereas in the 
South from Monteom culture22• By that time this problem has not been studied specially,the 
stated version was based on general notions on Thracian affiliation of antiquities of Bronze 
and lron Ages of this region. 

Having generally accepted the interpretation of Noua culture proposed by M.Petrescu
Dimboviţa, the soviet researchers made some rather essential additions by showing that by 
number of features the Noua culture is close to Sabatinovka and Belogrudovka cultures . 
A.I.Melyukova managed to establish that the Noua culture and the monuments ofSabatinovka 
type are intersynchronous24• This conclusion exerted great influence onto succeeding inves
tigations of Noua culture and cultures contiguous to the latter. 

By early 60tb A.I.Melyukova, having compared pottery from settlements Gindeshty and 
Roshietichi on the one side, and that of settlement Magala on the other side, came to a 
conclusion on intracultural local varilltivity25. E.A. Balaguri distinguished four local versions 
in Noua culture, which generally coincided with the areals of cultures referred to Middle 
Bronze Age of the region (Wiettenberg in Transylvania, Monteom in Southem Moldo� 
Costişa and Komarov cultures in Northem Moldova and Carpathians adjacent territories)26• 
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lnvestigation of a multilayered site Magala allowed GJ.Smirnova to compare chronologi
cally matiDg data of Komarov culture, Noua culture and the Hollgrady version of Thracian 
HaUstatt. The researcber came to the conclusion tbat the Noua culture appeared in Car
patbian area in its shaped up form, its bearers a.csimilated and partia11y evicted the local 
Komarov population27• Extremely important is tbat clearly folowed up stratigraphy of this 
monument allowed to confirm reliably the opinion expressed by M.Petrescu-Dîmboviţa on 
relative chronology of Middle and Late Brome Age cultures in the region28• The fact of 
certain coexistence of Noua culture with Komarov culture on one side and with Early 
Hollgrady horizon of Magala on the otherl9 established by GJ.Smirnova is of principal value. 

An invaluable contribution into investigation of Noua culture formation was dQne by 
E.Zaharia. She investigated and introcluced into scientific use the cemetery BalintiPti as 
morphologically and chronologically transient &om Monteoru culture to Noua culture . The 
interpretation of this monument by E.Zaharia corroborated correctness of an idea that the 
Monteoru culture was one of the genetical components of Noua culture31• 

The results of Noua culture investigations in early ootb were s� in a paper l>/ 
A.Vulpe32 on periodization ofBronze Age in Romania and in Ph.D. thesis by E.A.Balaguri . 
They gave a final formulation to the concept that the formation of Noua culture results from 
a convergent development of cultures referred to Middle Brome Age of Carpathians
Dniester area with the leading role of Monteoru culture�· 

During field investigations in � - early «fh coofirmed and developed was the observation 
on simi1arity of Noua culture with Sabatinovka type monuments. It has been established tbat this 
simi1arity revealed itself not onlyin pottery, but in a wide distribution of ashpits, equal assortment 
of metal and bone articles. Since back in �th were formulated and soon firm1y established the 
notions that the monumentsofSabatinovka type are boundthroughtheirorigin toSruboaiaculture 
of Povol7hye34, whereas Noua culture with the monuments of Middle Bronze Age of Carpatbian 
basin35, the investigators nnanimously up to 1964 were exp1aining this simi1arity as due to oootacts 
between the bearers of these cultures only. However, with getting more profound notions on the 
scales and degrees of similari� between the antiquities of Late Bronze Age on both sides of 
Dniester river, the insufficiency ofthis expJanation grew more tangible. . 

Romanian researcher A.C.Florescu was the first who ever tried to overcome this contradic
tion. Under the impression of acquintance of Sabatinovka material he came to a conclusion 
on cuii ·;rai alliance between Noua culture and Sabatinovka range monuments. To describe 
the C'':itural uniqueness of artefacts of Northern Black Sea and Carpatbian-Dniester adjacent 
terr4ories, the investigator introduced the notion of cultural complex Sabatinovka-Noua. Not 
denying the contribution of autochthons into the formation of Noua culture, A.C.Florescu 
paid special attention to cultural integration encompassing a large territory from Podneprovye 
up to Transylvania in transition from Middle to Late Bronze. According to the researcher, the 
decisive factor of this integration was mass expansion of Srubnaia culture bearers, the 
local-chronological version of which A.C.Florescu, same as O.A.Krivtsova-Grakova, con
sidered the group of monuments referred to Sabatinovka type. 

Similarity between monuments of Sabatinovka stage of Srubnaia culture (according to 
OA.Krivtsova-Grakova) and Noua culture can be easily explained by general grounds on 
which these cultures were formed, as well as by consequtive cultural and ethnic ties between 
Northern Black Sea and Carpathian-Dniester areas36• 
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The influence of this concept onto the successive development of notions about this region 
etbnic history can scarcely be overestimated. This concept bas been supported in the majority of 
subsequent papers in Noua culture and other cultures contiguous to it. lts  attractiveness was due 
to the fact tbat firstly, it suited the dominating by tbat time notions on affiJiation of Sabatinovka 
type monuments to Srubnaia cuJture, and secondly, was in line with a concept of W�tern 
expansion ofSrubnaia culture, yet tbirdly, as it was believed, it explained persuasively the actuaJly 
existing great similarity between the Noua culture and a raoge of Sabatinovka monument&, and 
fiDally, with agood share ofversimi1arityexplained sharpcultural changes occurringin Carpathian
Dniester and Northern Black Sea areas at passing from Middle to Late Bronze Age. It was 
probably due to these circumstances tbat this idea bas predetermined the basic trends and the 
character of cultural and genetic interpretation of Late Bronze Age antiquities within the region. 
Although its autohor did his best to underline the hypotheticity of the advanced idea, as he was 
probably aware that not ali of the premises were sufliciently reliable. 

The investigation carried out by G.I.Sm.irnova on the first necropole of Noua culture in 
Bassarabia, Starie Bedrazhi seemed by that time a rather persuasive confirmation to Srubnaia 
culture participation in the formation of Noua culture37• The author determined fairly well 
the specificity of the investigated cemetery; it differed from the already known ones by 
instability of orientation alongside with mass colouring of skeletons38• According to G.I.Smir
nova both these elements were inherited from Srubnaia culture39• As analogies to coloured 
bones in Bedrazhi, the researcher listed such "Srubnaia culture" burial monument& of Car
pathian-Dnisester region as Stoikani, Valea Lupului, Bogonos, Broshteni (Romanian Mol
dova), Kalfa, Sarata, Oloneshty, and Gradishtya (Bassarabia). 

As it bas been shown by laterinv�tigations, ali the above listed burial monuments ofMiddle 
Bronze Age of Carpathian-Dniester region do not belong to Sruboaia culture and refer to 
Mnogovalikovaia Ceramics culture (MCC)40• Besides, as it is specified by the researchers of 
Srubnaia culture burial monument&, the ochra in burials of Srubnaia culture is encountered in 
isolated instances only 41• 

However, bythat time, the reasoningpresented byG.I.Sm.irnovaseemed tobe quite correct 
and was taken as sufficient confirmation to the idea of Sruboaia culture participation in the 
formation of Noua culture. 

Though even then certain preconditions already appeared, yielding a chance to subject the 
advanced concept to certain doubts. 

F:arst danger for this theory was created when in early ooth S.S.Berezanskaya isolated the 
MCC (Mnogovalikovaia ceramics culture)42 , with the latter not leaving anyplace for Srubnaia 
culture in the Westem part of Northem Blach Sea areas. This idea did not manage to tind 
support with the researchers, and, probably, due to that fact it failed to exert proper effect 
onto the solution of problem related to Noua culture formation. 

At the same time, i.e. early ooth, V D.Rybalova, N.N.Pogrebova, and even more com
prehensively, in 1968, I.N.Sharafutdinova, advanced a new interpretation of Sabatinovka type 
monuments. Its essence was concluded in a fact that in spite of a widely distributed notions 
the Sabatinovka culture is taxonomically independent and it is not a locally-chronological 
version of Srubnaia culture43• I.N.Sharafutdinova used to explain similarity of Sabatinovka 
culture and Noua culture not oD1y by contact& between the bearers, but as well, by a genetic 
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relation which consisted in the fact that both cultures absorbed the traditions of MCC as well 
as of the Northem - BaJkan and Cafw!thian cultures44• Soon after, A.M.Leskov subjected this 
point of view to a severe criticism:.tS. Having accentuated the attention on disappointing 
inaccuracies, thls criticism managed to alienate other researchers, and even the author of this 
idea N.I.Sharafutdinova from developing the concept of Sabatinovka culture independence46• 

However, numerous investigations that followed, showed that thls idea, especially with 
reference to independence of Sabatinovka culture and its genetic relation to MCC, appeared 
to be true47• As it is easy to notice, thls idea disagrees with the stabilized concept of Srubnaia 
culture factor in the formation of Noua culture. But, for some reason, this disagreement was 
not noticed neither at that time, nor later. 

And, finally, the third circumstance creating objective danger to the idea of Eastem 
(Srubnaia)contribution into the formation of Noua culture, lies with the lack of sufficient 
chronological foundations. Arlsing from his conceptual consideradons (underlined by V.C.) 
A.C.Florescu assumed somewhat earlier datesfor Sabatinovka monuments compared to Noua 
culture48• Methodological illegitimacy of such an approach to dating looks evident and does 
not require any comments. Following not the ideas but facts, one bas to acknowledge that none 
of the required conditions were available for such a dating. 

Thus, since mid (JJth firmly established in science was the concept on dominating role ofWestem 
migration of Srubnaia cu1ture population in cardinal changes of ethno-cuhural situation in Car
patbian-Dniester region. Contradictions rontained in this ooncept wcre overlooked by tbat time. 

In years to follow, i.e. end 60th, early soth most of the researchers significantly con
tributing to study of Noua culture in SOtii to 60th, have concentrated their efforts on other 
problcms. Formcr intercst to Noua culture weakcned and up to late 70th none of sumewhat 
substantial theoretical papcrs in Noua culturc appeared. Most frcqucntly, during these 
years, it attracted researchers interest in connection with searching adjacent cultures 
problems, as well as due to ever lasting field investigations. Major attention was given to 
studying metal objects of Late Bronze Age of Northern Black Sea and Carpathian
Dniester region. Thc works by V.A.Dergachev49, L.A.Novikova50, A.M.Leskoy51, 
M.Petrescu-Dîmboviţa52,V.S.Bochkarey53, E.N.Chcmykh54, I.T.Chemyakov 55 showed 
that by thc assortmcnt, chcmical compostion and typological appearance the metal articles 
of Sabatinovka culture and Noua culture as a whole are similar. Thc similarity appeared 
to be so significant that both cultures werc associated into the common Ingul-Krasny 
Maiak Metal Working Centre. 

In determining reasons for thls integrity three standpoints can be isolated. The extreme 
ones belong to A.M.Leskov and L.A. Novikova. A.M.Leskov is absolutely sure in Srubnaia 
origination oflngul-Krasny Maiak centre 56• L.A.Novikova, on the contrary, does not sce any 
"possibility to bind formation of Noua culture with some Eastem flow, which emerged in the 
territory of Volga-Don interftuvial, and to attribute on these grounds Sabatinovka type 
monuments to the first stage in formation of Noua culture (Prenoua or Protonoua, according 
to A.F1orescu).s7• The author believes thatmignltion of Noua cu/ture bearers occured in reverse 
direction, i.e. from West to EasfB. That specific set of metalic articles which is typical of 
Sabatinovka culture and Noua culture, according to L.A.Novikova, appeared in Northem 
Black Sea steppe as a result of mass migration of Noua culture bearers to the East, supplanted 
from Carpathian-Dniester region by the population of Early Thracian Hallstatt cultures59• 
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Since it bas been reJiably established that the appearance of Early Hallstatt cultures in 
Carpathian-Dniester region referes to the time not cartier than XII century B.C.60• Hence, 
followingL.A. Novikova, one bas to admit thatnam.elyto that time the initiationofSabatinovka 
culture shall be referred. Naturally, arising &om nowadays notions on the chronol� of Late 
Bronze cultures, this looks inconceivable: in Xllth,61 or even by the end of xm century 
B.C.62,the Sabatinovka culture is replaced by Belozerskaia one. 

Thus, both viewpoints onto the reasons of similarity of metal objects in Sabatinovka and 
Noua cultures, equally fail to account for the fact that shifted by researches groups, eitebr 
&om East to West or &om West to East are absolutely synchronous. In any case, neither 
A.M.Leskov nor LA.Novikova made use of chronological correlation between Sabatinovka 
and Noua cultures to substantiate their outlooks onto this problem. 

The viewpoint expressed by E.N.Chemykh looks more appropriate for the estimation of 
informative capabilities of metal articles and more coordinated with modem concepts on the 
chronology of Late Bronze. It consists in the fact that the cultural and historical content of the 
notion metal worlcing center lies not with its correspondence to some or the other culture, but 
jirstly in metalworlcingactivity&f agroup (clan) ofmasters, whoprobably, were culturally isoloted 
from surrounding population . And if this is so, then the reasons of metal articles identity in 
Sabatinovka and Noua cultures are found not in the sphere of ethnic processes, but in the 
sphere of metallurgi.cal production set up. Hence, the discussion on origination of metal 
articles in Sabatinovka and Noua cultures bas no direct relation to the problem of origination 
and correlation of these cultures. The major result of metal articles investigation was different 
- it revelead that the formation and development of cultures referred to Late Bronze in 
Northem Black Sea and Balkan-Carpathians regions occurred under conditions of an un
precedentent by scales and pace astounding growth of metallurgy and a brisk incre� duc to 
highly organized production, of relations between certain sections within this region . 

A newimpulse to discuss the problem of Noua culture origination was given by a discovery 
in early 70th of Coslogeni culture in Lower Danube area boardering in the North with Noua 
culture, and in the East with Sabatinovka type monuments65• S.Morintz and N.Angelescu who 
discovered it, showed that same as in Sabatinovka and Noua cultures, Coslogeni culture sites 
are widely represented ,l?J ashpits, same stone, bone and metal articles, and more important, 
generally same potte�. The funeral rite of this culture remains poorly studied yet. Scarce 
known up to date burials enter kurgans of Early Bronze Age, and so far are not dist,inguished 
&om Northen Black Sea kurgan burials referred to Middle and Late Bronze Ar.,.e67• 

The above observations allowed to S.Morintz and N.Angelescu, in early 70 to combine 
ali these cultures into a single complex of cultures Sabatinovka - Coslogeni - Noua68• Thas the 
coneept advanced by A.C.F1orescu on cultural uniformization69 in Late Bronze Age in the 
region received its further development. According to S.Morintz, the decisive factor of this 
integration was •. migration oftribes, who came from over the Dniepr river and scattered futher 
to Wes4 having occupied the steppe area from Dniepr up to Mostiştea val� (river fa/ling into 
Danube on the North, appraximately oposite Bulgarian town Silistra-V.C.) • It is remarkable 
that to support the idea on Srubnaia origination of gathering Sabatinovka - Coslogeni - Noua 
S.Morintz dates 1he beginning of Noua culture with a bit late time than the beginning of 
Sabatinovka culture ( according to him, Noua culture appears at the end of XIV century B.C., 
whereas Sabatinovka beginns in the middle of XIV century B.C.) 71• Same as A.C.F1orescu, 
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S.Morintz used to determine Cbronological correlation of these cultures based not on strict 
Cbronological characteristics of material, but on the necessity of correlating dates with their 
own notions on reasons of appearance of cultural identity of the region, occupied during 
preceding period by clearly distinguished cultures. However, within the &ames of widely 
distributed although not 6nal1y evaluated notions on Srubnaia origin of Sabatinovka culture, 
there was not any other possibilitY to explain the similarity of Late Bronze Age cultures. 

W'tde perspectives for other explanation of the above specified cultural integration were 
opened in these years due to wide-scale investigations ofMiddle and Late Bronze monuments 
inSouthem Ukraine.F'Jl'st of allextensivematerials collected on the subject allowed to confirm 
the rightfulness of isolation of Mnogovalikovaia Ceramics culture 72• 

Special interest with reference to formation of Late Bronze Age cultures is attained to the 
fact (reliably established) of locally-Cbronological contiguity of MCC with Sabatinovka eul
ture, Noua culture and Coslogeni. The areal of South-Western version of MCC includes 
westem part of the area of Sabatinovka type monuments distributi� and in the North
Westem section it includes the Eastem part of Noua culture territory . The chronological 
con�7 of MCC with Late Bronze Age cultures bas been decisively proved by V .A.Der
gachev ' and i.T.Chemeakov75• 

New comprehension of materials allowed I.T.Cheq�eakov to join N.I.Sharafutdinova 
viewpoint that Sabatinovka culture is genetically bound�ot to Srubnaia culture, but to MCC76• 
Investigations that followed confinned the rightfulness of this conclusion 79• By mid soth the 
idea of Sabatinovka culture independence was joined by many of those researchers who have 
earlier supported the concept on Srubnaia affiliation of Sabatinovka type monuments 78• 
V .A.Dergachev having compared burial rites arrived to a similar viewpoint, although he 
believes that I.T.Chemyakov tends towards absolutiying genetical role of MCC in the forma
tion of Sabatinovka culture 79 and considers impossible to explain ali the specificity of 
Sabatinovka culture by Mnogovalikovaia culture fund only. According to V.ADergachev, 
impulses on behalf of Srubnaia culture played a rather active role in its formation, which can 
be supported by extensive distribution of toumette ceramics80• This viewpoint was shared by 
E.N.Savva81• lrrespective on how the problem of Srubnaia culture intluence onto the forma
tion of Sabatinovka culture will be solved, it is clear that the idea of its independence as an 
archeological culture and its genetical correlation with MCC advanced in the first half of 60th 
appearead to be true. Rather persuasive in this respect is periodization of MCC burials 
proposed by V .ADergachev. The researcher believes that the latest group of MCC burials 
"combines complexes showing strongly squirmed buried bodies with hands in front of face and 
squatty pot-Jike vessels, which only on some occassions combine with bone buckles, and were 
never encountered along with classic MCC vessels." Further on the author comments that 
probably the complexes represented by squatty pot-like forms actually correspond to a 
transition period &om MCC culture to Sabatinovka horizon82• 1 wish to add here, that such a 
characteristic of the final stage of MCC agrees well with the concept advanced by I.T.Cher
neakov on MCC growing into Sabatinovka culture. 

Thus, the investigations carried out in the second half of 70th first half of 80th managed to 
change significantly the notions on ethno-cultural history of Northern Black Sea region in the 
Age of Middle and Late Bronze. The value of these investigations lies with the fact that they 
significantly changed the opinions onto thc cultural and historical context of origination and 
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development of Noua culture. Adoption of new interpretation of Sabatinovka culture, 
i.e.not like a stage of Srubnaia, but as an independent formation, which appeared on hasis 
of MCC, preconditions were created to reconsider traditional notions on the nature of 
Eostem features in Noua culture, making it closer to Coslogeni and Sabatinovka cultures. 
Now, when notions on the scales and role of Westem Srubnaia expansion failed to find the 
proof, there appeared a necessity to give a new setting to the problem of cultural 
integration factors in Northern Black Sea, Carpathian-Dniester and Lower Danube 
regions in transition from Middle to Late Bronze. Recongnition of genetical relation of 
Sabatinovka culture and MCC, notable cultural similarity and synchronism of Noua, 

. Coslogeni and Sabatinovka cultures - ali these circumstances contributed to the fact, that 
first G.N.Toshchev, 198383, and then I.N.Sharafutdinova, 1985 84 advanced an assump
tion on MCC bearers participation in the formation of Noua culture. 

However, by that time this viewpoint was not properly substantiated and left without 
attention in the majority of investigations that followed. 

lnvestigations of Coslogeni culture in Northern-East Bulgaria are of ieat importance for 
understanding ethno-cultural processes in the South of Eastem Europe . According to H. 
Todorova, the problem ofthis culture formation shall be viewedin the context ofbrisk cultural, 
economical and demographical changes occurring not only in Northem Black Sea and Lower 
Danube regions, but in the whole Balkan-Anatolian region. Traditional for historiography 
reduction of these complex processes to mere migration of Eastem population H.Todorova 
considers wrong, pointing out that the problem of Coslogeni culture origination would be 
prematurely to solve until monuments of local cultures of immediately preceding period 
remain unexplored86 . In  this respect special attention is given to findings occurring in the layer 
underlaying the horizon of Coslogeni culture on site Durunkulak with pottery analogous to 
that characteristic of Northem Black Sea region for Mcer'. 

In subsequent years the interest of researchers to problems of Middle and Late Bronze 
chronology increased notably. 

Since it is already a tradition with the researchers to bind Noua culture formation with 
mass migration of Sabatinovka culture bearers to the West the majority of investigators 
supporting it in such or the other way, are obliged to contend that Sabatinovka culture 
appeared somewhat earlier then Noua culture. A.C.Florescu was the first to give such a 
definition to the chronological correlation between these cultures, 196488• Soon after 
A.I.Tereno� in his fundamental article on the chronology of Prescythian period, 
having followed A.I.Melyukova and pointing out to synchronous character of these 
cultures, accepted Noua culture dating as Xlll- XII centuries B.C., nevertheless advanced 
an assumption that the Sabatinovka culture (in his understanding a locally-chronological 
version of Srubnaia culture) appeared somewhat earlier, in the middle of the XIV century 
B.C.89• Later on this viewpoint was joined by S.Morintz, L.I.Krushelnitskaya, V .ADer
gachev, and E.N.Savva90• 

To make clear what are the foundations of this crucial concept, 1 shall allow here a 
quotation &om L.I.Krushelnitskaya's book: Synchroniyation of Noua andSabatinovlal cultures 
creates an impression of a vicious circle: the chronological frames of Noua culture are dated 
based on Sabatinovka culture and vice versa. To our viewpoint, continues the author, multiple 
analogies between the dating objects of these culture do not necessarily confirm the same date 
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oftheir extreme chronological frames. And the concept ofNoua coltnre orlglnatlon itselfwlth 
partldpatlon of Sabatlnovka coltnre places the ftrst one into chronol�cal dependence on 
the second and assumes somewhat later initial date of Noua coltnre 1.(my underlining 
V.C.). Such reasoning can hardly be accepted sufficient and adequate. A conclusion that 
Noua culture was composed somewhat later than Sabatinovka culture is found in a flagrant 
contradiction with the assertion advanced by its adherents, sta� that the Monteoru phase 
llb immediately precedes Noua culture in Romanian Moldova , and the MCC precedes 
Sabatinovka culture in Northern-West Black Sea region9� including Prut-Dniester 
region 94, as well as Noua culture in Northem half of Bassarabia , and that the MCC final is 
synchronous to Monteoru llb96• 

Evidently, only A.Oancea and E.N.Savva attempted to substantiate the idea that the Noua 
culture emerged somewhat later thenSabatinovka one without anyvisible relation to their own 
notions on an important role of ''Eastem impulses" in the formation of Noua culture. 

A.Oancea reported that in a series of sites Monteoru lla horizon is overlapped by layers 
with Sabatinovka ceramics97. 

My personal attitude to this assumption is determined, firstly, by the fact that in the 
overwhelming majority of cases the author refers to non- published materials98, and secondly, 
according to my own observations it looks practically impossible to distinguish Sabatinovka 
culture ceramics from that of Noua and Coslogeni culture5 arising from contact zone between 
these three cultures without a rather fine statistical analysis (note here that A.Oancea appeals 
specifically to contact zone monuments). The latter circumstance makes admiSSJ.ble the 
interpretation of this ceramics from sites ofNorthem-East Muntenia and Southem Moldova 
as Noua culture ceramics, which appears at final phase of Monteoru culture (IIb). The 
composition of ceramic findings at Balinteşti-Cioinagi cemetery supports the above assump
tion. Here, alon�withceramics typicalfor Monteoru culture, available is the one characteristic 
of Noua culture . 

Second argument advanced by A.Oancea andjoined by E.Savva is supported by two knives 
of "Sabatinovka" type in burials at final phase of Monteoru culture, Petroasa Mica and 
Monteoru100• 

These findings could have been testifyiugthat the Noua culture arose later than Sabatinov
ka only in case the right one would not be A.Oancea, who believes that the monuments type 
ofBalinteşti are just a local version ofMonteoruD bphase, 101 but his opponents, who consider 
these monuments within the frames of an isolated by them later phase - Balinteşti-Gîrbovăţ, 
which corresponds already to the first stage of Noua culture (Protonoua)102• Although the 
problemon chronologicalcorrelation between MonteoruD b andBalinteşti-Gîrbovăţ remains 
questionable, seems that there are no hindrances on the way of admitting ProtQDoua stage 
monuments synchronous to Monteoru llb phase. 

E.Savva arrived to a conclusion that Kurgan burials of Northem-West Black Sea regi.ons, 
with Monteoru D ceramics referred to MCC by aU the researchers, "need to be �ized 
only with the vei)' final stage of MCC, arul basically with Sabatinovka monuments 03• 

When estimating this assertion one shall keep in mind that V .A.Dergachev, based on 
thorough analysis of Kurgan burials of Pruto-Dniester area, arrived to a conclusion that · the 
MCC and Sabatinovka cultures "by localization of graves, theirabsolute andrelative orientation, 
as well as by position of buried ones are identica/ and indiscemible". The sole criterium, 
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according to V .A. Dergachev, "to diffenmciate MCC complexJJS from Sabatinovka ones remains 
burialfindin&SJ04. As to my knowledge,in any ofthe burials ofNorthem-West Black Sea areas 
with Monteoru lla and llb ceramics was not found typical for Sabatinovka culture objects, and 
E.N.Savva did not manage to discover any supplementory, specifically Sabatinovka elements 
of burial rite. 

· 

Thus, presently, there are no serious growlds to conclude that the Sabatinovka culture was 
composed somewhat earlier than Noua culture. 

In 1990 M.Florescu and A.C.Florescu published a paper on Noua culture origination in 
Southem Moldova105• A conclusion on genetical correlation between Noua and Monteoru 

· cultures bas been confirmed again. Simultaneously, significant amendments were introduced 
regardingEastem factor. According to the authors, small groups of Srubnaia culture bearers 
penetrating Carpathian basin did not manage to create any sigoificant changes within the 
etbnic composition of local population, but, instead, having deteriorated stabilityin the region, 
provoked reconstruction here and appeared to be the most important factor of unifonniza
tion106. 1 believe, the paper left out not only the role ascribed by the authors to Smbnaia
Khvalynsk elements, but the very fact of their presence in the region as well. Referring some 
fragments of coarse cera·nics to Smbnaia elements just by such feature as scratches or dashes 
on body, seems to be oi minor persuasiveness. Rather indicative, though, that none of the 
analogies from Srubnaia monuments are presented to support the proposed interpretation. 

Exclusivelly important meaning for understanding reasons and character of cultural 
integration of Carpathian-Dniester, Northem and Northem-West Black Sea regions have 
paleoeconomic investigâtions 107 of late years, due to which more and more evident becomes 
the fact that the transition from Middle to Late Bronze Age was marked by a qualitative leap 
in the development of productive economr08, the character of which was of the type that 
called for strengthening of economic, trade, cultural and ethnical relations between the 
autonomous groups of population. 

To conclude the above historiographic survey 1 shall try to summarize certain ideas and 
on these basis to formulate the present condition of the problem, as well as to trace perspec
tive& of its further research. 

l.The fact that in thc formation of Noua culture the bearers of local cultures referred to 
Middle Bronze Age (Monteoru, Costişa-Komarov, MCC, and to a lesser extent Wietten
berg)participated to some extent, is not subjected to doubts. 

2.The most questionable problems are as follows: 
a/ with reference to brisk distinctions of Noua culture from the local cultures of preceding 

period; 
b/ with rcference to reasons of an impetuous rapprochement of Carpathian- Dniester, 

Northem and Northem-West Black Sea regions. 
In the investigation of these problems there prevails such an approach at which the major 

accent is made onto purely ethno-cultural processes (genesis, migrations, reciprocal influen
ces,etc.). In my understanding such an approach higbligbts a widely distributed notion 
exagerating the autonomity of ethnic processes in relation to extraethnical factors in the 
formation of an archeological culture. 1 believe, this conceals the major reason of the fact that 
the researchers failing to tind in preceding cultures (Monteoru, Costişa-Komarov, MCC, 
W"rettenberg) a suftident number (?) of sutDdently close/simllar(?) prototypes of Noua 
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culture, conclude that it is impossible to explain its formation without participation of some 
external power, i.e. migration, influence, or some "impulses" on behalf of Srubnaia culture. 
1 shall allow here to give a more precise definition: it is imposs1"ble within the frames of such 
an approach. 1 happened already to set out my own approach to the problem of archeological 
criteria of ethnogenesis in general109 and with reference to formation of Noua culture in 
particular110

• Therefore, 1 shall not reiterate it here, havingjust marked the problems, which 
1 believe, ought to be investigated in the first place. 

The first is the character and reasoris of changes in economics in transition from Middle 
to Late Bronze in South-East Europe. Here, in particular, it is important to establish to what 
extent the new economic system corresponded to new nature-and-climatic conditions and to 
the achieved technological level. 

The second refers to the sphere and level of integration in the frames of Sabatinovka-Cos
logeni-Noua unit. 

The third is bound to chronological correlation of antiquities of Middle and Late Bronze 
in Southem regions of Eastem Europe. Points of prime importance are as follows: 

- correlation between lower dates of Noua, Coslogeni and Sabatinovka cultures; 
- correlation between monuments ofM<mteorullbplume and tha.;e oftypeBălineşti-Gîrbovăţ; 
- chronological correlation between lower date of Sabatinovka-Coslogeni-Noua unit on 

the one side, and those Srubnaia monuments towards East of Dniepr river, where elements 
characteristic of Noua, Coslogeni and Sabatinovka cultuies are being represented. 

The fourth refers to Kurgan excavations in South-East Muntenia, Dobrudzha and North
East Bulgaria. These very excavations can conceal monuments of Middle Bronze, preceding 
Coslogeni culturo.in the region. It is quite probable that the significant place among these will 
be taken by MCC burials. 

1 believe this list of problems presents the minimum without which any attempts to 
investigate origination of Noua culture look rather premature. 
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Map Nol. South-West of Eastern Europe in the 2-nd half of 2-nd millenium B.C. 
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